ABOUT THE LECTURE:

This presentation is based on the fieldwork I conducted in the Philippines concerning the practice of Rondalla in the Ilocos Sur region. In the municipality of Santa Lucia, Ilocos Sur, the Ilokano identity is conflated with the national practice of the rondalla through their construction of a localized tuning system. This localized tuning system allows them to use fingering positions that transition freely between instruments. While this practice is useful for regional musical styles, I argue that this local tuning system excludes the Santa Lucia ensemble from national rondalla practice and handicaps local students aspiring to further their musical studies and perform in rondalla ensembles outside their region. This presentation examines student’s pedagogical transition from the Santa Lucia ensemble to the University of Northern Philippines ensemble. Drawing from Benedict Anderson’s theory of imagined communities, I argue that the case illustrates how Rondalla music supported throughout the lowland Philippines helps to create a national consciousness.
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